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Abstract

We present a work in progress aimed at extracting translation pairs of source and target dependency treelets to be used in a dependency-based machine translation system. We introduce a novel unsupervised method for parallel tree segmentation based on Gibbs sampling. Using the data from a Czech-English parallel treebank, we show that the procedure converges to a dictionary containing reasonably sized treelets; in some cases, the segmentation seems to have interesting linguistic interpretations.

1. Introduction and related work

The context in which words and phrases are translated must be considered in machine translation. There are two basic ways how it is currently done in mainstream statistical machine translation (SMT). First, source-side sequences (phrases) longer than one word are stored together with their target-side equivalents in a “dictionary” (phrase table). Second, a language model rates possible longer sequences on the target side, which – among other things – reduces “boundary friction” between individually translated phrases. In addition, there are discriminative translation models that can profit from various types of features (including those from more distant context) too.

In dependency-tree-based MT, which constitutes the context of our study, the situation is more or less the same. Larger translation units (treelets composed of more than one node) can be used, like in Quirk et al. (2005). Target-side tree models (utilizing the probability of a word conditioned by its parent instead of its left neighbor(s)) can be used too to ensure that chosen target treelets fit together in the tree structure;
such a target-language dependency tree model was used in Žabokrtský and Popel (2009) (although the target tree model was combined only with a single-node translation model in this case). Third, the treelet translation model could be discriminative (i.e., capable of using more features from the context) too.

In this paper we focus on extracting a translation dictionary of pairs of source and target treelets from the node-aligned Czech-English parallel treebank CzEng.1 We segment the trees into smaller parts called treelets. Then we produce a dictionary of (internally aligned) treelet pairs, equipped with source-to-target conditional probabilities (for both language directions) derived from treelet pair counts.2

Our approach is novel in two aspects:

• We use Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman, 1984) for segmenting parallel trees, using a probabilistic model and a set of constraints that limit acceptable treelet pairs.
• We introduce interleaved trees, where nodes on odd levels contain lemmas of content words, whereas nodes on even levels3 contain compact information on surface morphosyntactic form of the child node that is manifested in the surface sentence form.

The reasons why we use Gibbs sampling instead of exhaustive enumeration of all possible segmentations on both sides are the following. First, this approach leads to a relatively small translation dictionary, since it converges to segmentations that prefer repeated treelets (the rich-get-richer principle). Second, such a sampling approach allows us to describe only what the properties of the desired solutions are (in terms of a probabilistic model in combination with hard constraints on atomic sampling operations), and we do not need any specialized algorithms for finding such solutions – we just run the sampler. This seems to be a big advantage especially in the case of non-isomorphic trees and also because of noise caused by the fully automatic production of CzEng.

In the past, Bayesian methods (such as those based on Gibbs sampling or Pitman-Yor process) have been already used for tree segmentation. The typical purpose was grammar induction, both in constituency and dependency syntax, with Chung et al. (2014) being a representative of the former and Blunsom and Cohn (2010) of the latter. A dictionary of dependency treelet pairs, automatically extracted from parallel dependency trees, was used in the past too (e.g., Quirk et al., 2005; Ding and Palmer, 2004). However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study merging these two worlds together. We are not aware of any attempt at finding a treelet translation dictionary for the needs of a real MT system using Gibbs sampling.

1All annotation contained in the treebank results from automatic tools like POS taggers, dependency parsers, and sentence and word aligners, see Bojar et al. (2012).

2Using the generated probabilistic treelet translation dictionary in a real MT system is left for further work. Interestingly, it seems that it will be possible to use Gibbs sampling also for decoding.

3The technical root added to each sentence is considered the first level.
Unlike the mainstream SMT, our approach relies on a fairly deep level of linguistic abstraction called tectogrammatical trees, as introduced by Šgall (1967), fully implemented for the first time in the Prague Dependency Treebank 2.0 (Hajič et al., 2006), and further adopted for the needs of tree-based MT in the TectoMT translation system (Žabokrtský et al., 2008). Only content words have nodes of their own in tectogrammatical trees, while function words disappear and are possibly turned to attributes inside the tectogrammatical nodes. Nodes of tectogrammatical trees are highly structured (they have tens of attributes, some of which further structured internally). Most of the attributes can be transferred from the source language to the target language relatively easily (for instance, the plural value of the grammatical number attribute goes most often to plural on the target side too). The attributes that are naturally most difficult to translate are lemma and formeme (the latter specification of the surface form, such as morphological case, or a function word such as a concrete preposition, or a verb clause type, see Dušek et al. (2012)). We follow Mareček et al. (2010) in using machine learning only for translating lemmas and formemes; the simpler-to-translate attributes are transferred by a less complex by-pass.

Since we want to keep the data structure used in the treelet transfer step as simple as possible, we convert tectogrammatical trees to so called interleaved trees, which contain only single-attribute nodes. Each original tectogrammatical node is split into a lemma node and a formeme node as the lemma’s parent.\footnote{Valency of a governing word is usually determined by its lexeme (lemma), while the requirements imposed on its valency arguments are manifested by morphosyntactic features (formemes). Thus it seems more linguistically adequate to place the child’s formeme between the parent and child’s lemmas.} Regarding word-alignment, we only adopt the 1-to-1 alignment links from the original data.\footnote{We employed the links covered by the GIZA++ intersection symmetrization.} In the interleaved trees, each such link is split into two: one connecting the formeme nodes and the other connecting the lemma nodes.

2. Segmentation by sampling

In order to generate a treelet translation dictionary, we need to split the aligned parallel trees from CzEng into smaller parts; we call them bi-treelets. Each bi-treelet consists of two subtrees (treelets) of the source and target trees respectively, and of alignment links internally connecting the two subtrees.

Virtually any tree edge can be cut across by the segmentation. However, since the source and the target trees are generally not isomorphic, we define additional constraints in order to receive technically reasonable bi-treelets.

- **Alignment constraint**: A pair of treelets has to be closed under alignment. In other words, no alignment link can refer outside of the bi-treelet.
- **Non-empty constraint**: Each bi-treelet must have at least one node both in the source and in the target tree. This constraint ensures that bi-trees projecting
some nodes to nothing cannot exist and therefore both source and target dependency trees must be divided into the same number of treelets.

We use the Gibbs sampling algorithm to find the optimal translation bi-treelets. To model the probability of a segmented corpus, we use a generative model based on the Chinese restaurant process (Aldous, 1985). Assume that the corpus $C$ is segmented to $n$ bi-treelets $[B_1, \ldots, B_n]$. The probability that such a corpus is generated is

$$P(C) = p_t^{n-1}(1-p_t) \prod_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\alpha P_0(B_i) + \text{count}_i(B_i)}{\alpha + i},$$

where $P_0(B_i)$ is a prior probability of a particular bi-treelet, hyperparameter $\alpha$ determines the strength of the prior, $\text{count}_i(B_i)$ denotes how many times the bi-treelet $B_i$ was generated before the position $i$, and $p_t$ is the probability of generating the next bi-treelet.

The prior probability of a treelet is computed according to a separate generative micro-story: (1) We generate the node labels from a uniform distribution (probability $1/\#\text{types}$) and after each label, we decide whether to continue (probability $p_c$) or not ($1-p_c$), (2) When the labels are generated, we generate the shape of the tree from uniform distribution over all possible dependency trees with $k$ nodes, which is $k^{k-1}$. This gives us the following formula for the treelet prior probability:

$$P_0(T) = \left(\frac{1}{\#\text{types}}\right)^k p_c^{k-1}(1-p_c) \frac{1}{k^{k-1}}$$

The bi-treelet prior probability is then a multiplication of the source and target treelet priors.\(^6\)

Before sampling, we initialize bi-treelets randomly. We assign the binary attribute $\text{is\_segmented}$ to each dependency edge in both source and target trees. Technically, this attribute is assigned to the dependent node. Due to the alignment and non-empty constraints, the following conditions must be met:

- If two nodes are aligned, they must agree in the $\text{is\_segmented}$ attribute. In other words, both the nodes are roots of the bi-treelet or neither of them is.
- If two nodes are aligned, their closest aligned ancestors (parents, grandparents, etc.) should be aligned to each other. If not, there are some crossing alignment links, which could cause disconnected treelets during the sampling. To prevent this, the $\text{is\_segmented}$ attributes of such two nodes are permanently set to 1 and can not be changed during the sampling.
- If a node is not aligned, the $\text{is\_segmented}$ attribute is set permanently to 0 and cannot be changed during the sampling. This property connects all the not-aligned nodes to their closest aligned ancestors and ensure the non-empty constraint.

\(^6\)We do not take into account possibly different alignment of nodes between the treelets.
The sampling algorithm goes through all the nodes in the source trees and samples a new binary value with respect to the corpus probability \( P(C) \) (in case the change is not forbidden by the aforementioned constraints). The \( \text{is\_segmented} \) attribute of its aligned counterpart in the target tree is set to the same value. Due to the exchangeability property, it is not necessary to compute the whole corpus probability. See the details in Cohn et al. (2009).

After a couple of "burn-in" iterations, the segmentation of trees converges to reasonable-looking bi-treelets. In the remaining iterations, the counts of bi-treelets are collected. Finally, the dictionary of bi-treelets with assigned probabilities computed from collected counts is created.

3. Experiments and evaluation

We perform our experiments on 10\% of the Czech-English parallel treebank CzEng 1.0 (Bojar et al., 2012). This subset contains about 1.5 million sentences (21 million Czech tokens and 23 million English tokens) from different sources.

We started with initial setting of hyperparameters \( \alpha = 0.1, p_c = 0.5, \) and \( p_t = 0.99 \). The algorithm converges quite quickly. After the third iteration, the number of changes in the segmentation is less than 2\% per iteration. Therefore we decided to set the "burn-in" period to the first 5 iterations and to start the collecting bi-treelets counts from the sixth iteration. The distribution over different sizes of treelets collected in the dictionary is depicted in Figure 1. There is more than 40\% one-node treelets and about 35\% two-node treelets. The average number of nodes in the bi-treelet is 2.07 in the source (English) and 1.99 in the target (Czech) side.

It is possible that for the decoding, we will need a dictionary with higher variance (more different treelets), so we use annealing to increase the number of segmentation
changes during the sampling. We introduce a temperature $T$ and exponentiate all the probabilities by $1/T$. Temperatures higher than 1 flatten the distribution and boost the segmentation changes. Figure 2 shows that segmentation changes in the tenth iteration increased to 7% for $T = 2$ and to 12% for $T = 3$.

Table 1 shows the dictionary characteristics for different parameter settings. As expected, the collected dictionary size grows with growing temperatures, while the size of the dictionary based on the last iteration slightly decreases. Therefore, it will be easy to control the trade-off between the size of generated dictionary and the sharper distribution of translation candidates. Different values of the hyperparameter $\alpha$ do not affect the results much. Similarly, the continuation probability $p_c$ does not affect the sizes of bi-treelets much.

We inspected the segmented trees after the last iteration; an example is shown in Figure 3. The thin edges are the ones cut by the segmentation, and the thick edges represent the delimited treelets (there are four bi-treelets in the figure). The lemma node and its respective formeme node often belong to the same treelet. Collocations

---

**Figure 2.** Percentage of changed segmentations during the first 10 iterations for different temperatures ($\alpha = 0.1$, $c_p = 0.5$, $c_t = 0.99$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuation probability $p_c$</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature $T$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last iteration dictionary size</td>
<td>2.45M</td>
<td>2.26M</td>
<td>2.48M</td>
<td>2.32M</td>
<td>2.49M</td>
<td>2.42M</td>
<td>2.34M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected dictionary size</td>
<td>2.69M</td>
<td>3.54M</td>
<td>2.73M</td>
<td>3.74M</td>
<td>2.58M</td>
<td>2.78M</td>
<td>3.31M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average English treelet size</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Czech treelet size</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. The effect of setting the hyperparameters on the dictionary size and other quantities.**
Figure 3. Interleaved trees representing the sentences “Čekal jsem na tebe.” - “I’ve been waiting for you.” and their segmentation to bi-treelets.

Figure 4. Distribution of the most frequent bi-treelets types in the dictionary (L = lemma, F = formeme).
(e.g. “European Union”) also tend to constitute treelets of their own. The observation which we find most interesting is the manifestation of parallel verb valency captured by some treelets, such as the aligned formeme nodes n:for+X – n:na+4 that are stuck to their governing verbs wait – čekat in a bi-treelet and not to their children.

Figure 4 shows 10 most frequent types of bi-treelets. We can see that if a pair of formeme nodes is inside a larger treelet it is connected to its respective pair of lemma nodes. Exceptions are the last two types of bi-treelets, where the formeme nodes are leaves. These are the cases of stronger valency between a parent lemma and morphosyntactic form of its dependent (e.g. wait + n:for+X).

4. Conclusions

We show a new method for obtaining a treelet-to-treelet translation dictionary from a parallel treebank using Gibbs sampling. In future work, we will evaluate our approach in a tree-based MT system.
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